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Abstract In this paper, we introduce a real-time temporal knowledge logic, calledRTKL,
which is a combination of real-time temporal logic and knowledge logic. It
is showed that temporal modalities such as “always in an interval”, “until in
an interval”, and knowledge modalities such as “knowledge in an interval” and
“common knowledge in an interval” can be expressed in such a logic. The model
checking algorithm is given. Furthermore, we add cooperation modalities to
RTKLand get a new logicRATKL,which can express not only real-time temporal
and epistemic properties but also cooperation properties. The model checking
algorithm forRATKLis also given.
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1. Introduction

The field of multi-agent systems has recently become interested in the prob-
lem of verifying complex systems. InMAS, modal logics representing concepts
such as knowledge, belief, and intention. Since these modalities are given in-
terpretations that are different from the ones of the standard temporal operators,
it is not straightforward to apply existing model checking tools developed for
LTL\CTL temporal logic to the specification ofMAS. The recent developments
of model checkingMAScan broadly be divided into streams: in the first cat-
egory standard predicates are used to interpret the various intensional notions
and these are paired with standard model checking techniques based on tem-
poral logic. Following this line is [12] and related papers. In the other category
we can place techniques that make a genuine attempt at extending the model
checking techniques by adding other operators.Works along these lines include
[3, 10] and so on.
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Real-time is sometimes an important feature of software system. To de-
scribe the property of real-timeMASs,one should express not only real-time
temporal temporal but also epistemic property. In this paper, we present a real-
time temporal knowledge logicRTKL, which is an extension of knowledge
by adding real-time temporal modalities. Although its syntax is very simple,
we can express the property such as “always in an interval”, “until in an in-
terval”, “knowledge in an interval”, “common knowledge in an interval” and
etc. We also studied the model checking algorithm forRTKL. To express the
cooperation property, we extendRTKL to RATKLand give its model checking
algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a
real-time temporal knowledge logicRTKL, give its syntax, semantics. Further-
more, we give the model checking algorithm. In Section 3, we add cooper-
ation modalities toRTKL, and get a new logicRATKL.The model checking
algorithm forRATKLis also given. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Real-Time Temporal Epistemic LogicRTKL

In this section, we introduce a real-time temporal knowledge logicRTKL,
which can express the epistemic property and real-time behaviour inMAS.

Syntax of RTKL

The well form formulas ofRTKLare defined as follows.
Definition 1 The set of formulas inRTKL, calledLRTKL, is given by the

following rules:
(1) If ϕ ∈atomic formulas setΠ, thenϕ ∈ LRTKL.
(2) If ϕ ∈proposition variables setV , thenϕ ∈ LRTKL.
(3) If ϕ ∈ LRTKL, then¬ϕ ∈ LRTKL.
(4) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRTKL, thenϕ ∧ ψ ∈ LRTKL.
(5) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRTKL, then©ϕ, []ϕ, ϕUψ ∈ LRTKL. Intuitively,©means

next,[] means always andU means until.
(6) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRTKL, then[][i,j]ϕ, ϕU[i,j]ψ ∈ LRTKL. Intuitively, [][i,j]ϕ

means thatϕ holds in the interval[i, j]. ϕU[i,j]ψ means there isk ∈ [i, j], such
thatψ holds at timek andϕ holds in the interval[0, k].

(7) If ϕ ∈ LRTKL, thenKaϕ, EΓϕ, CΓϕ ∈ LRTKL, wherea ∈ Agent,
Γ ⊆ Σ. Intuitively, Kaϕ means that agenta knowsϕ. EΓϕ means that every
agent inΓ knowsϕ. CΓϕ means thatϕ is a common knowledge by every agent
in Γ.

UsingRTKL, we can express various of real-time knowledge properties. For
example,Ka[][i,j]ϕ means that agenta knows ϕ always holds in the inter-
val [i, j]. [][i,j]Kaϕ means that in the interval[i, j], agenta always knows
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ϕ holds. 〈〉CΓϕ means eventually,ϕ is the common knowledge of groupΓ,

where〈〉ψ def
= ¬[]¬ψ.

Semantics ofRTKL

We will describe the semantics ofRTKL, that is, a formal model that we can
use to determine whether a given formula is true or false.

Definition 2 (Models) Given a set of agentsA = {1, ..., n}, a temporal
epistemic model (or simply a model) is a tupleS = (Q,T,∼1, ...,∼n, V ),
where

Q is the set of the global states for the system (henceforth called simply
states);

T ⊆ Q×Q is a total binary (successor) relation onG;
∼a⊆ Q × Q (a ∈ A) is an epistemic accessibility relation for each agent

a ∈ A defined bys ∼a s′ iff la(s) = la(s′), where the functionla: Q → La

returns the local state of agenta from a global states; obviously∼a is an
equivalence relation;

V : Q → 2PVK is a valuation function for a set of propositional variables
PVK such thattrue ∈ V (s) for all s ∈ Q. V assigns to each state a set of
propositional variables that are assumed to be true at that state.

We can now turn to the definition of semantics ofRTKL.
Computations. A computation inM is a possibly infinite sequence of states

π = (s0, s1, ...) such that(si, si+1) ∈ T for eachi ∈ N . Specifically, we
assume that(si, si+1) ∈ T iff si+1 = t(si, acti), i.e.,si+1 is the result of ap-
plying the transition functiont to the global statesi, and an actionacti. In the
following we abstract from the transition function, the actions, and the proto-
cols, and simply useT , but it should be clear that this is uniquely determined
by the interpreted system under consideration. Indeed, these are given explic-
itly in the example in the last section of this paper. In interpreted systems
terminology a computation is a part of a run; note that we do not requires0

to be an initial state. For a computationπ = (s0, s1, ...), let π[k] = sk, and
πk = (s0, ..., sk), for eachk ∈ N . By Π(s) we denote the set of all the infinite
computations starting ats in M .

Definition 3 Semantics ofRTKL
[[p]]S = {q | p ∈ π(q)};
[[¬ϕ]]S = Q− [[ϕ]]S ;
[[ϕ ∧ ψ]]S = [[ϕ]]S ∩ [[ψ]]S ;
[[©ϕ]]S = {q | for all computationsπ ∈ Π(q), we haveπ[1] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .};
[[[]ϕ]]S = {q | for all computationsπ ∈ Π(q) and all positionsm ≥ 0, we

haveπ[m] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .};
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[[ϕUψ]]S = {q | for all computationsπ ∈ Π(q), there exists a position
m ≥ 0, such thatπ[m] ∈ [[ψ]]S and for all positions0 ≤ k < m, we have
λ[k] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .};

[[[][i,j]ϕ]]S = {q | for all computationsπ ∈ Π(q) and all positionsi ≤ m ≤
j, we haveπ[m] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .};

[[ϕU[i,j]ψ]]S = {q | for all computationsπ ∈ Π(q), there exists a position
i ≤ m ≤ j, such thatπ[m] ∈ [[ψ]]S and for all positions0 ≤ k < m, we have
λ[k] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .};

[[Kaϕ]]S = {q | for all r ∈ [[ϕ]]S andr ∈∼a (q) with ∼a (q) = {q′ |
(q, q′) ∈∼a}}

[[EΓϕ]]S = {q | for all r ∈ [[ϕ]]S andr ∈∼E
Γ (q) with ∼E

Γ (q) = {q′ |
(q, q′) ∈∼E

Γ }}, here∼E
Γ = (∪a∈Γ ∼a).

[[CΓϕ]]S = {q | for all r ∈ [[ϕ]]S andr ∈∼C
Γ (q) with ∼C

Γ (q) = {q′ |
(q, q′) ∈∼C

Γ }}, here∼C
Γ denotes the transitive closure of∼E

Γ .
Formally, given a modelS, we say thatϕ is satisfiable inS, and writeS, q |=

ϕ, if q ∈ [[ϕ]]S for someq in Q.

Model Checking for RTKL

In this section we give a model checking algorithm forRTKL. The model
checking problem forRTKLasks, given a modelS and aRTKLformulaϕ, for
the set of states inQ that satisfyϕ. In the following, we denote the desired set
of states byEval(ϕ).

For eachϕ′ in Sub(ϕ) do
caseϕ′ = p : Eval(ϕ′) := Reg(p)
caseϕ′ = ¬θ : Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)− Eval(θ)
caseϕ′ = θ1 ∧ θ2 : Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(θ1) ∩ Eval(θ2)
caseϕ′ = ©θ : Eval(ϕ′) := Pre(Eval(θ))
caseϕ′ = []θ :

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)
ρ1 := Eval(θ)
repeat

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(ϕ′) ∩ ρ1

ρ1 := Pre(Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ Eval(θ)
until ρ1 = Eval(ϕ′)

caseϕ′ = θ1Uθ2 :
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(false)
ρ1 := Eval(θ1)
ρ2 := Eval(θ2)
repeat

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(ϕ′) ∪ ρ2

ρ2 := Pre(Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ ρ1
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until ρ1 = Eval(ϕ′)
caseϕ′ = [][i,j]θ :

k := j
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)
while k 6= 0 do

k := k − 1
if k ≥ i thenEval(ϕ′) := Pre(Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ Eval(θ)
elseEval(ϕ′) := Pre(Eval(ϕ′))

end while
caseϕ′ = θ1U[p,q]θ2 :

k := j
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(false)
while k 6= 0 do

k := k − 1
Eval(ϕ′) := Pre(Eval(ϕ′) ∪ Eval(θ2)) ∩ Eval(θ1)

end while
caseϕ′ = Kaθ : Eval(ϕ′) := {q | Img(q,∼a) ⊆ Eval(θ)}
caseϕ′ = EΓθ : Eval(ϕ′) := ∩a∈ΓEval(Kaθ)
caseϕ′ = CΓθ :

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)
repeat

ρ := Eval(ϕ′)
Eval(ϕ′) := ∩a∈Γ({q|Img(q,∼a) ⊆ Eval(θ)} ∩ ρ)

until ρ = Eval(ϕ′)
end case

returnEval(ϕ)
The algorithm uses the following primitive operations:
(1) The functionSub, when given a formulaϕ, returns a queue of syntactic

subformulas ofϕ such that ifϕ1 is a subformula ofϕ andϕ2 is a subformula
of ϕ1, thenϕ2 precedesϕ1 in the queueSub(ϕ).

(2) The functionReg, when given a propositionp ∈ Π, returns the set of
states inQ that satisfyp.

(3) The functionPre, when given a setρ ⊆ Q of states, returns the set of
statesq such that fromq the next state to lie inρ. Formally,Pre(ρ) contains
stateq ∈ Q such that(q, s) ∈ Tt wheres ∈ ρ.

(4) The functionImg : Q× 2Q×Q → Q, which takes as input a stateq and
a binary relationR ⊆ Q × Q, and returns the set of states that are accessible
from q via R. That is,Img(q, R) = {q′ | qRq′}.

(5) Union, intersection, difference, and inclusion test for state sets. Note
also that we writeEval(true) for the setQ of all states, and writeEval(false)
for the empty set of states.
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Partial correctness of the algorithm can be proved induction on the structure
of the input formulaϕ. Termination is guaranteed since the state spaceQ is
finite. The cases whereϕ′ = Kaθ, ϕ′ = EΓθ andϕ′ = CΓθ simply involve
the computation of theImg function at most|Q|2 times, each computation
requiring time at mostO(|Q|2). Furthermore, real-timeCTL model checking
algorithm can be done in polynomial time. Hence the above algorithm for
RTKLrequires at most polynomial time.

Proposition 1 The algorithm given in the above terminates and is correct,
i.e., it returns the set of states in which the input formula is satisfied. Further-
more, the algorithm costs at most polynomial time on|Q|.

3. Adding Cooperation Modalities toRTKL

To express the cooperation property in open systems, Alur and Henzinger
introduced alternating-time temporal logicATL in [2], which is a generalisa-
tion of CTL. The main difference betweenATL andCTL is that inATL,
path quantifies are replaced by cooperation modalities. For example, theATL
formula 〈〈Γ〉〉 © ϕ, whereΓ is a group of agents, expresses that the groupΓ
can cooperate to achieve a next state thatϕ holds. Thus, we can express some
properties such as “agents 1 and 2 can ensure that the system never enters a
fail state”. AnATL model checking systems calledMOCHA was developed
[1]. In MAS, agents are intelligent, so it is not only necessary to represent
the temporal properties but also necessary to express the mental properties.
For example, one may need to express statements such as “if it is common
knowledge in group of agentsΓ thatϕ, thenΓ can cooperate to ensureψ”. To
represent and verify such properties, a temporal epistemic logicATEL was
presented in [10]. This logic extendedATL with knowledge modalities such
as “every knows” and common knowledge. In this section, we extendRTKL
by adding cooperation modalities and get a new logicRATKL,which can ex-
press real-time temporal, cooperation and knowledge properties. Furthermore,
a model checking algorithm forRATKLwas given.

Syntax of RATKL

Definition 4 The set of formulas inRATKL, calledLRATKL, is given by the
following rules:

(1) If ϕ ∈atomic formulas setΠ, thenϕ ∈ LRATKL.
(2) If ϕ ∈proposition variables setV , thenϕ ∈ LRATKL.
(3) If ϕ ∈ LRATKL, then¬ϕ ∈ LRATKL.
(4) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRATKL, thenϕ ∧ ψ ∈ LRATKL.
(5) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRATKL, Γ ⊆ Σ, then〈〈Γ〉〉 © ϕ, 〈〈Γ〉〉[]ϕ, 〈〈Γ〉〉ϕUψ ∈

LRATKL.
(6) If ϕ, ψ ∈ LRATKL, Γ ⊆ Σ, then〈〈Γ〉〉[][i,j]ϕ, 〈〈Γ〉〉ϕU[i,j]ψ ∈ LRATKL.
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(7) If ϕ ∈ LRATKL, thenKaϕ, EΓϕ, CΓϕ ∈ LRATKL, whereΓ ⊆ Σ.

Semantics ofRATKL

Definition 5 A model S of RATKL is a concurrent game structureS =
(Σ, Q,Π, π, e, d, δ,∼a herea ∈ Σ), where

(1) Σ is a finite set of agents, in the following, without loss of generality, we
usually assumeΣ = {1, ..., k}.

(2) Q is a finite, nonempty set, whose elements are called possible worlds
or states.

(3) Π is a finite set of propositions.
(4) π is a map:Q → 2Π, whereΠ is a set of atomic formulas.
(5) e is an environment:V → 2Q, whereV is a set of proposition variables.
(6) For each playera ∈ Σ = {1, ..., k} and each stateq ∈ Q, a natural

numberda(q) ≥ 1 of moves available at stateq to playera. We identify the
moves of playera at stateq with the numbers1, ..., da(q). For each stateq ∈ Q,
a move vector atq is a tuple〈j1, ..., jk〉 such that1 ≤ ja ≤ da(q) for each
playera. Given a stateq ∈ Q, we writeD(q) for the set{1, ..., d1(q)} × ...×
{1, ..., dk(q)} of move vectors. The functionD is called move function.

(7) For each stateq ∈ Q and each move vector〈j1, ..., jk〉 ∈ D(q), a state
δ(q, j1, ..., jk) that results from stateq if every playera ∈ Σ = {1, ..., k}
choose moveja. The function is called transition function.

(8)∼a is an accessible relation onQ, which is an equivalence relation.
The definition of computation of a concurrent game structure is similar to

the case of Kripke structure. In order to give the semantics ofRATKL, we need
to define strategies of a concurrent game structure.

Strategies and their outcomes. Intuitively, a strategy is an abstract model
of an agent’s decision-making process; a strategy may be thought of as a kind
of plan for an agent. By following a strategy, an agent can bring about certain
states of affairs. Formally, a strategyfa for an agenta ∈ Σ is a total func-
tion fa that maps every nonempty finite state sequenceλ ∈ Q+ to a natural
number such that if the last state ofλ is q, thenfa(λ) ≤ da(q). Thus, the
strategyfa determines for every finite prefixλ of a computation a movefa(λ)
for playera. Given a setΓ ⊆ Σ of agents, and an indexed set of strategies
FΓ = {fa | a ∈ Γ}, one for each agenta ∈ Γ, we defineout(q, FΓ) to be
the set of possible outcomes that may occur if every agenta ∈ Γ follows the
corresponding strategyfa, starting when the system is in stateq ∈ Q. That is,
the setout(q, FΓ) will contain all possibleq-computations that the agentsΓ
can “enforce” by cooperating and following the strategies inFΓ. Note that the
“grand coalition” of all agents in the system can cooperate to uniquely deter-
mine the future state of the system, and soout(q, FΣ) is a singleton. Similarly,
the setout(q, F∅) is the set of all possibleq-computations of the system.
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We can now turn to the definition of semantics ofRATKL. We omit the
definition of [[p]]S , [[¬ϕ]]S , [[ϕ ∧ ψ]]S , [[Kaϕ]]S , [[EΓϕ]]S , [[CΓϕ]]S since
they are given in Definition 3.

Definition 6 Semantics ofRATKL
[[〈〈Γ〉〉©ϕ]]S = {q | there exists a setFΓ of strategies, one for each player

in Γ, such that for all computationsλ ∈ out(q, FΓ), we haveλ[1] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .}
[[〈〈Γ〉〉[]ϕ]]S = {q | there exists a setFΓ of strategies, one for each player

in Γ, such that for all computationsλ ∈ out(q, FΓ) and all positionsi ≥ 0, we
haveλ[i] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .}

[[〈〈Γ〉〉ϕUψ]]S = {q | there exists a setFΓ of strategies, one for each player
in Γ, such that for all computationsλ ∈ out(q, FΓ), there exists a position
i ≥ 0, such thatλ[i] ∈ [[ψ]]S and for all positions0 ≤ j < i, we have
λ[j] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .}

[[〈〈Γ〉〉[][i,j]ϕ]]S = {q | there exists a setFΓ of strategies, one for each
player inΓ, such that for all computationsλ ∈ out(q, FΓ) and all positions
i ≤ m ≤ j, we haveλ[m] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .}

[[〈〈Γ〉〉ϕU[i,j]ψ]]S = {q | there exists a setFΓ of strategies, one for each
player inΓ, such that for all computationsλ ∈ out(q, FΓ), there exists a posi-
tion i ≤ m ≤ j, such thatλ[m] ∈ [[ψ]]S and for all positions0 ≤ k < m, we
haveλ[k] ∈ [[ϕ]]S .}

Intuitively, 〈〈Γ〉〉 © ϕ means that groupΓ can cooperate to ensureϕ at
next step;〈〈Γ〉〉[]ϕ means that groupΓ can cooperate to ensureϕ always
holds;〈〈Γ〉〉ϕUψ means that groupΓ can cooperate to ensureϕ until ψ holds;
〈〈Γ〉〉[][i,j]ϕ means that groupΓ can cooperate to ensureϕ always holds in
the interval of[i, j]; 〈〈Γ〉〉ϕU[i,j]ψ means that groupΓ can cooperate to en-
sureϕ until ψ holds in the interval of[i, j]. For example, aRATKL formula
〈〈Γ1〉〉 © ϕ ∧ 〈〈Γ2〉〉[][i,j]ψ holds at a state exactly when the coalitionΓ1 has
a strategy to ensure that propositionϕ holds at the immediate successor state,
and coalitionΓ2 has a strategy to ensure that propositionψ holds at the current
and all future states between timei andj.

Model Checking for RATKL

In the following, we give a model checking algorithm forRATKL. We denote
the desired set of states byEval(ϕ). The case ofp, ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, Kaϕ, EΓϕS ,
CΓϕ can be computed similarly in the algorithm forRTKL,so we do not give
the procedure for these modalities. The main difference betweenRTKL and
RATKL is that temporal modalities are replaced by alternating-time temporal
modalities, so the model checking algorithm forRATKL is similar to the al-
gorithm forRTKLexcept that the functionPre(ρ) is replaced by the function
CoPre(Γ, ρ).

For eachϕ′ in Sub(ϕ) do
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caseϕ′ = 〈〈Γ〉〉 © θ : Eval(ϕ′) := CoPre(Γ, Eval(θ))
caseϕ′ = 〈〈Γ〉〉[]θ :

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)
ρ1 := Eval(θ)
repeat

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(ϕ′) ∩ ρ1

ρ1 := CoPre(Γ, Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ Eval(θ)
until ρ1 = Eval(ϕ′)

caseϕ′ = 〈〈Γ〉〉θ1Uθ2 :
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(false)
ρ1 := Eval(θ1)
ρ2 := Eval(θ2)
repeat

Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(ϕ′) ∪ ρ2

ρ2 := CoPre(Γ, Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ ρ1

until ρ1 = Eval(ϕ′)
caseϕ′ = 〈〈Γ〉〉[][i,j]θ :

k := j
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(true)
while k 6= 0 do

k := k − 1
if k ≥ i thenEval(ϕ′) := CoPre(Γ, Eval(ϕ′)) ∩ Eval(θ)
elseEval(ϕ′) := CoPre(Γ, Eval(ϕ′))

end while
caseϕ′ = 〈〈Γ〉〉θ1U[p,q]θ2 :

k := j
Eval(ϕ′) := Eval(false)
while k 6= 0 do

k := k − 1
Eval(ϕ′) := CoPre(Γ, Eval(ϕ′) ∪ Eval(θ2)) ∩ Eval(θ1)

end while
end case
returnEval(ϕ)
The algorithm uses the functionCoPre. When given a setΓ ⊆ Σ of players

and a setρ ⊆ Q of states, the functionCoPre returns the set of statesq such
that fromq, the players inΓ can cooperate and enforce the next state to lie in
ρ. Formally,CoPre(Γ, ρ) contains stateq ∈ Q if for every playera ∈ Γ, there
exists a moveja ∈ {1, ..., da(q)} such that for all playersb ∈ Σ−Γ and moves
jb ∈ {1, ..., db(q)}, we haveδ(q, j1, ..., jk) ∈ ρ.

Similar to the case ofRTKL, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2 The algorithm given in the above terminates and is correct.

Furthermore, it costs at most polynomial time on|Q|.
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4. Conclusions

Recently, there has been growing interest in the logics for representing and
reasoning temporal and epistemic properties in multi-agent systems [3, 6, 9–
12]. In this paper, we present a real-time temporal knowledge logicRTKL,
which is a succinct and powerful language for expressing complex properties.
In [8], Halpern and Moses also presented and study some real-time knowledge
modalities such asε-common knowledgeCε

G, 〈〉-common knowledgeC〈〉
G and

timestamped common knowledgeCT
G. It is easy to see that all these modalities

can be expressed inRTKL, for example,C〈〉
G ⇔ 〈〉CG andCT

G ⇔ [][T,T ]CG.
Moreover, the approach to model checkingRTKLis studied. We further extend
RTKL by adding cooperation modalities. The logicRATKLcan express not
only real-time and knowledge properties, but also cooperation properties. The
model checking algorithm forRATKLis given. It is also hopeful to apply such
RTKL andRATKL logics and these model checking algorithms to verify the
correctness of real-time protocol systems.
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